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Breaking the 10 nm barrier in hard-X-ray focusing
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Hikaru Yokoyama1, Satoshi Matsuyama1, Kouji Inagaki1, Kazuya Yamamura3, Yasuhisa Sano1,
Kenji Tamasaku4, Yoshinori Nishino4, Makina Yabashi4, Tetsuya Ishikawa4 and Kazuto Yamauchi1,3

Hard X-rays have exceptional properties that are useful in
the chemical, elemental and structure analysis of matter.
Although single-nanometre resolutions in various hard-X-ray
analytical methods are theoretically possible with a focused
hard-X-ray beam, fabrication of the focusing optics remains
the main hurdle. Aberrations owing to imperfections in the
optical system degrade the quality of the focused beam1.
Here, we describe an in situ wavefront-correction approach to
overcome this and demonstrate an X-ray beam focused in one
direction to a width of 7 nm at 20 keV. We achieved focal spot
improvement of the X-ray nanobeam produced by a laterally
graded multilayer mirror2. A grazing-incidence deformable
mirror3 was used to restore the wavefront shape. Using this
system, ideal focusing conditions are achievable even if hard-
X-ray focusing elements do not achieve sufficient performance.
It is believed that this will ultimately lead to single-nanometre
spatial resolution in X-ray analytical methods.

Synchrotron radiation facilities produce high-quality light with
wavelengths ranging from the infrared to hard-X-ray regions.
The use of hard X-rays with energies higher than several
kiloelectronvolts in conjunction with analysis methods such as
X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluorescence, X-ray absorption and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy offers unique advantages for the
investigation of the structure, elemental distribution and chemical
bonding state of advancedmaterials and biological samples. In these
analytical methods, the resolution, signal strength and contrast
must be as high as possible. In this regard, the development
of a hard-X-ray focusing device is important for meeting these
demands. To focus light, it is necessary to take advantage of
its interactions with matter, such as diffraction, reflection and
refraction. There are a variety of hard-X-ray focusing optical
systems such as mirrors4, zone plates5, refractive lenses6 and
multilayer Laue lenses7. Theminimumachievable spot size has been
theoretically investigated by many researchers8–10, and it has been
concluded that sizes below 10 nm are feasible with kiloelectronvolt
X-rays. That is, hard-X-ray analytical techniques have the potential
for single-nanometre spatial resolution.

However, in such discussions, the imperfections of the focusing
elements have not been entirely considered. Rayleigh’s quarter-
wavelength rule1 states that if the wavefront aberration exceeds
a quarter of a wavelength, the quality of the retinal image will
be significantly impaired. This rule is also applicable to simple
light-focusing optical systems. The wavefront error of the focused
beam distorts the shape of the intensity profile on the focal
plane and spreads the beam. The short wavelength of X-rays
demands unprecedented accuracy in the manufacturing of the
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optical components to form an ideal spherical wave. The main
obstacle in reaching the ultimate minimum limit is the difficulty in
fabricating optical elements of sufficient quality.

On the other hand, various scanning-type microscopes that use
electron and ion beams, such as the scanning transmission electron
microscope11 and the atom-probe field-ion microscope12, already
have atomic-level resolution capability. When using these devices,
to obtain a nanometre-sized electron or ion beam, the electric
and magnetic fields of the electron lenses are finely tuned in situ,
while simultaneously viewing the sample images. Furthermore, in
many kinds of imaging system, from visible microscopes to space
telescopes, adaptive optical methods have been implemented to
alleviate the degradation owing to wavefront aberration and have
contributed to realizing diffraction-limited resolution13.

Here, we describe an in situ wavefront analysis and correction
technique to compensate for aberrations in hard-X-ray focusing
optics14–16 and achieve a diffraction-limited spot size of 7 nm.

We propose a grazing-incidence total-reflection mirror with a
highly controllable shape as anX-ray phase compensator. The phase
shift Φ of an X-ray beam reflected from a bump on a mirror
surface is given by

Φ= 2d sinθ/λ (1)

where d is the height of the bump on the total reflection mirror and
θ is the incident angle of the mirror. When the incident angle is
about 4mrad, λ is 0.6 Å and d is 1.5 nm, Φ is calculated to be 0.2
wave period. If the mirror surface is formed with a nanometre-level
precision, the wavefront of the reflected beam can be controlled to
an accuracy of 0.1 wave period.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the proposed optical system
for in situ X-ray wavefront compensation. The effect of the
figure error of the focusing mirror on the focusing properties is
compensated by controlling the wavefront of the incoming X-rays
with a deformablemirror upstreamof the focusingmirror.

To correct errors in the waveform, it is necessary to know
what these errors are. In the visible to soft-X-ray spectral
range, a reference spherical wave from a minute pinhole can be
easily produced and, using phase-shifting methods, the objective
wavefront errors can be computed17. However, in the hard-X-ray
range, it is difficult to form a reference spherical wave that can
interact with the main X-ray beam. For this reason, we proposed a
phase-retrievalmethod using the intensity profiles around the beam
waist18. The wavefront on the pupil of a focusing element can be
calculated, using an iterative program, from the precise intensity
profiles.We have already succeeded in probing the intensity profiles
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Figure 1 | Concept of an adaptive optical system for hard-X-ray focusing.
In the upper panel, the surface profile of the deformable mirror is flat and
the wavefront of the X-ray beam reflected on the focusing mirror is
distorted owing to figure errors. The focusing state around the focal point is
not ideal. In contrast, in the lower panel, the surface profile of the upstream
mirror is deformed to compensate for the wavefront error. As a result, an
ideally focused beam is realized.

having fourth-order satellite structures and in determining the
wavefront error of an X-ray focusingmirror in situ19.

The X-ray line focusing system shown in Fig. 1 was constructed,
consisting of a deformable mirror and a laterally graded multilayer
focusing mirror. The average incident angle of the focusing mirror
was 7mrad. The length of the mirror was 80mm. The distance
between the centre position of the focusing mirror and the focal
point was 75mm.TheX-ray energy usedwas 20 keV. Themultilayer
film was made up of a series of 20 platinum/carbon bilayers. Using
this arrangement, the full-width at half-maximum of the designed
focused beam was approximately 7 nm at 20 keV. The elliptically
curved substrate surface of the focusing mirror was fabricated by
elastic emission machining and stitching interferometry20–22. The
multilayer filmwas coated by amagnetron sputteringmethod.

The system was installed in the 1-km-long beamline (BL29XUL)
of SPring-8 (ref. 23). Themonochromatic X-rays were first reflected
by the deformable mirror, again by the multilayer mirror and
finally linearly focused onto the focal plane. The incident angle and
length of the deformable mirror were approximately 4mrad and
150mm, respectively. At an experimental hutch situated 1 km from
a 50-µm-wide horizontal slit located behind the monochromator,
almost fully coherent illumination of the mirror was possible. The
surface shape was monitored and maintained by a feedback system
with a Fizeau interferometer facing the deformable mirror. First,
when the surface profile of the deformable mirror was set to be
flat, the intensity profiles around the focal point were measured.
Following this, the wavefront error profiles were recovered using
a phase-retrieval method based on intensity measurements in a
series of planes near the focal plane. After adjusting the surface
profile of the deformable mirror to the profile to compensate the
wavefront error, the focused beam profiles were evaluated again.
Figure 2a shows the surface profile input into the controller of the
deformable mirror and that measured by the Fizeau interferometer.
Figure 2b shows the intensity profiles before and after wavefront
correction at the point where the minimum focused beam size
was measured before wavefront correction. As shown clearly,
the shape of the intensity profile is further improved, resulting
in the breaking of the 10 nm barrier in hard-X-ray focusing.
In this study, it is crucial to be capable of directly measuring
intensity profiles with a resolution of less than 10 nm. As a
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Figure 2 | Improvement in the intensity profiles on focal planes. a, Profiles
of the deformable mirror. The blue profile is input into the controller of the
deformable mirror and the red one is measured by a Fizeau interferometer.
The Fizeau interferometer having a flat reference surface is placed facing
the deformable mirror to monitor the surface profile. The method used to
deform and maintain the mirror shape is explained in the Methods section.
b, Comparison between the intensity profiles of the focused beam
measured after (black line) and before (pink line) wavefront correction. The
method used to measure the intensity distribution is described in the
Methods section.

result of improvements in thermal and vibration control owing
to the methods mentioned in the Methods section, the best
focusing state with a sub-10-nm beam size could be maintained
for at least half a day.

Figure 3a–d shows a comparison between the experimentally
measured profiles and the profiles recovered during the phase-
retrieval calculations. The intensity profiles shown in Fig. 3a,b were
measured in the focal plane, where the minimum focal size was
obtained; whereas the profiles shown in Fig. 3c,d were measured
12 µm downstream. The iterative algorithm developed as an optical
metrology tool24 was applied to this study. The red profiles in
Fig. 3a–d are the recovered intensity profiles from the phase-
retrieval calculations and agree well with the experimental results,
indicating the reliability of the phase-retrieval calculation method.
Figure 3e,f illustrates the intensity profiles of the beam waist
structure before and after wavefront correction, as predicted by
the simulations. As can be seen, the distorted beam-waist structure
was successfully corrected. The difference between these two sets of
experimental data is only the shape of the deformablemirror.

As the peak-to-valley height of the surface profile of the
deformable mirror is 10 nm, as shown in Fig. 2a, the degree of
wavefront distortion was assumed to 1.3 wave period, following
equation (1). This value does not satisfy the Rayleigh quarter-
wavelength rule. The wavefront errors are due to the following
three factors. The first is the figure error of the substrate of the
focusing mirror. In this case, the surface profile corresponds to an
aspheric surface with a strongly curved shape, which is difficult
to measure with absolute accuracy at the nanometre scale. The
second is the thickness distribution error of the multilayer film.
At present, there are no methods for confirming the quality of
the multilayer at the level required for diffraction-limited focusing.
Even if a multilayer mirror has high reflectivity, unwanted phase
shift might occur on reflection. An at-wavelength focusing test is
the only diagnostic technique for phase-shift distortion. The third
factor is misalignment when positioning the focusing mirror. For
example, the focal length and incident angle strongly affect the
focusing state, and should be adjusted to within a few micrometres
and 1× 10−7 rad, respectively. For these reasons, development of
a system capable of wavefront measurement and correction is
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Figure 3 | Comparison between the measured profile and recovered intensity profile of the focused beam in the phase-retrieval calculations.
a,b, Intensity profiles before (a) and after (b) wavefront correction on the plane, where the minimum focused beam profile is obtained before wavefront
correction. c,d, Intensity profiles before (c) and after (d) wavefront correction, 12 µm downstream from the points corresponding to a and b. The blue
curves in a–d are the experimentally measured profiles. The red profiles are recovered by phase-retrieval calculations. e,f, Predicted beam-waist structure
before (e) and after (f) wavefront correction. The X-ray energy is 20 keV.

considered to be the most realistic approach towards achieving
diffraction-limited X-ray focusing.

The short wavelength of hard X-rays means that they can
potentially be focused to within a nanometre area. A wavefront
analysis and correction system that could achieve a degree of
controllability of 0.1 wave period could support any X-ray focusing
system and allow a focused beam size of 1 nm. Such narrow beams
will produce intensive X-rays and stimulate the advancement of
nonlinear X-ray optics fields25. Furthermore, X-ray free-electron
lasers with single nanometre-scale beams26 can be expected to
produce a highly localized electromagnetic field strong enough to
overcome the Schwinger limit27. Thus, such a focusing system will
not only lead to breakthroughs in X-ray analytic techniques, but will
also open new frontiers in X-ray physics.

Methods
Laterally graded multilayer mirror for hard-X-ray focusing. The laterally graded
multilayer mirror allows high-performance hard-X-ray focusing with very low
chromatic aberration. The monochromaticity of the incident X-rays has no effect
on the size of the focused beam, and a beam size of less than 1 nm is possible10. The
mirror substrate was fabricated by computer-controlled figuring using accurately
measured surface profile data. The main machining method was elastic-emission
machining with a removal depth controllability of 0.1 nm and a spatial resolution
of 0.3mm in figuring20. Metrology consisting of microstitching interferometry and
relative-angle determinable stitching interferometry was specially developed for

measuring the surface profiles of the X-ray focusing mirror21,22. A laterally graded
multilayer coating was applied using a magnetron sputtering method (Ulvac.). A
small aperture positioned between the mirror and cathodes was used to limit the
deposition area. A graded-thickness film was deposited by scanning the mirror
stage at various speeds. Twenty platinum/carbon bilayers were coated on the mirror
substrate. Further details of the design of the laterally graded multilayer mirror are
described in the Supplementary Information.

Deformable mirror. The substrate of the deformable mirror was a silicon block
with a length of 150mm, a width of 50mm and a thickness of 10mm. On the
back face of the substrate, 18 lines of piezoelectric elements were attached by
gluing at high temperature. After that, the substrate was smoothed and figured
flat by elastic-emission machining. As the difference in the coefficients of thermal
expansion between the piezoelectric elements and the silicon substrate caused
unwanted bending of the substrate, the temperature of the experimental room was
kept constant to within 0.2 ◦C. The surface profile was measured with a Fizeau
interferometer at 3min intervals. Each voltage-supplying piezoelectric element was
retuned individually so that the surface profile of the deformable mirror was tuned
to the profiles input to the computer. The voltages were determined on the basis of
the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory. Further details of the optical system are described
in the Supplementary Information.

Beam intensity profile measurement. As explained in ref. 19, a phase object
with the shape of a microbridge structure was inserted into the beam waist. The
difference between the microbridge structure used in this study and in ref. 19
is its width, because the focal depth of the beam waist is shorter than that in
ref. 19. The platinum microbridge structure with a width of 1 µm was fabricated
using a focused-ion-beam method. The surface roughness on the bridge was
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1.43 nm (r.m.s.) over a 500-nm-square area, which was directly confirmed by
atomic force microscopy. A phase shift occurred at the boundary between the
X-rays propagating inside and outside the phase object. The intensity of the X-rays
diffracted from the boundary was proportional to that of the illumination beam
at the boundary. The intensity profile of the focused beam could be measured by
detecting the diffracted X-rays at the dark-field position while inserting the phase
object into the beam waist. An avalanche photodiode detector was used to measure
the diffracted X-rays. Further details of the above procedure are described in ref. 19.
The temperature in the experimental hutch was controlled to be 29±0.1 ◦C to
prevent any unwanted drift. To guard against vibrations, all equipment, including
the CCD (charge-coupled device) camera, that produced sound and vibrations in
the hutch was completely stopped duringmeasurements.

Phase-retrieval calculation. A new phase-retrieval algorithm was developed to
determine the wavefront error distributions of focusing optics, in which many
intensity profiles for different planes near the focal plane are considered24. The iter-
ative algorithm is based on the nonlinear optimization28 and the angular spectrum
methods. In this letter, 18 intensity profiles around the focal point were input into
the simulation code. After more than 2,500 iterations, the wavefield distributions
at the pupil became stationary so that the sum-of-squared errors between the
recovered profiles and the measured profiles were minimized. Further details of the
phase-retrieval process are described in the Supplementary Information.
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“Laser-driven soft-X-ray undulator source” 

Ultrashort electron bunch durations of laser-wakefield accelerators and elongation 

during beam transport 

Although measurements of the pulse duration of laser-wakefield accelerated electron 

bunches1 have not yet been conducted with sufficient temporal resolution, theory and 

simulations2 suggest durations on the order of the plasma wavelength, which is in our 

case ~15 µm. Moreover, the observation of electron energy spectra with a quasi-mono-

energetic peak indicates that the electron bunch occupies only a fraction of the 

wakefield’s accelerating phases. Therefore, the bunch duration at the exit of the laser-

plasma accelerator in the bubble regime2 is a fraction of the plasma period – as 

confirmed by PIC simulations, which indicates durations on the order of 10 fs (FWHM).  

Since the undulator is positioned ~50 cm after the exit of the accelerator, the influence 

of degrading effects that elongate the bunch duration during beam transport, such as 

space-charge effects, path-length differences due to angular spread and chromatic 

effects of the lenses as well as energy spread have to be taken into account. 

Supplementary Figure 1 shows the bunch-duration evolution of a 10 fs long electron 

bunch along our setup simulated by a tracking algorithm3, which includes all degrading 

effects mentioned above. According to this simulation, a bunch with a longitudinal 

RMS-length of 2.95 μm (9.8 fs) elongates to 3.06 μm (10.2 fs) over the distance of our 

beamline, which extends from the exit of the accelerator to the exit of the undulator (at 

~0.8 m) and includes the magnetic lenses.  

In our case, the predominant effect in the growth of bunch duration is the path length 

difference due to a finite emittance electron beam, i.e. the path-length difference of an 

electron with a finite divergence in comparison to a zero-divergence electron. In the 

case of a free drift (no magnetic lenses, green curve in Supplementary Fig. 1), the path 
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difference grows perpetually along the whole setup. For our beamline with lenses (red 

curve in Supplementary Fig. 1), the path difference increases similar to the free drift  

Supplementary Figure S1| Simulation of the evolution of the electron 
bunch duration along the beamline. The red curve shows the bunch-duration 

evolution of an electron bunch that is propagating through the beamline 

including the magnetic lenses, (which are positioned at 28 cm and 32 cm; the 

undulator at 50-80 cm), and the green curve shows the growth of the duration of 

a free-drifting bunch. Both curves are simulated with a tracking code3 with an 

initial bunch duration of 10 fs, an initial RMS-divergence of 1 mrad and RMS-

source size of 2 μm, a charge of 5 pC and an energy of 210 MeV with an RMS-

energy spread of 3.5%.

until the bunch reaches the first lens, then it grows rapidly, since the first lens is 

defocusing in the horizontal direction. After the second lens (which is horizontally 

focusing) the electron beam is collimated (see the yellow envelope in main text Fig. 2a) 

and therefore no more path length difference is accumulated, which means that the 

bunch duration remains almost constant. An analytical beam-transport calculation of an 

electron with an initial divergence of 1mrad (one standard deviation of the divergence 
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distribution) and a zero-divergence electron, both propagating through the lens setup, 

leads to a path-length difference of ~0.5 μm (~2.4 fs). A convolution with the whole 

temporal Gaussian bunch distribution of 10fs RMS gives an increase in bunch duration 

of 0.3 fs, which agrees very well with the simulated results.     

The elongation of the bunch duration due to electron-energy spread and the resulting 

time of arrival differences for electrons with different energies can be neglected in our 

case. The simulated durations for a bunch without energy spread does not significantly 

differ from a bunch with an RMS energy-spread of 3.5% (corresponding to the width of 

the effective electron spectrum). An analytical upper limit for two zero-emittance 

electrons with energies of 200 and 210 MeV, respectively, yields an arrival-time 

difference of 0.8 fs. Simulations for a bunch with a charge of 5 pC show that space-

charge effects also do not have a significant influence on the duration. Space-charge 

primarily leads to the development of an energy chirp along the bunch hence increase 

the initial energy spread4 as well as increase the initial beam divergence due to Coulomb 

explosion. Yet, for the relatively small charge of 5 pC, the transverse bunch expansion 

is mainly driven by the initial divergence. 

Tunability of undulator radiation 

By changing the distances of the magnetic quadrupole lenses, different electron energies 

can be focussed at the position of the detector, which can be used to shift the system 

response function (main text Fig. 2b). Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the system response 

curve for three different lens settings. The different peak energies of the curves show 

that the source can be tuned over a wide range of wavelengths with this method. The 

narrow bandwidths of the curves are a result of the electron-energy dependent 

divergence effects induced by the chromaticity of the magnetic lenses (as discussed in 

the main text), which depend only very weakly on the peak energy of the system 

response function. 
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Supplementary Figure S2| Simulated on-axis undulator flux. The

normalised on-axis undulator flux (system response function) is simulated for 

three different lens settings. The blue and the green curves are the respective 

response functions for the lens settings used to measure the blue and green 

data points in main text Fig. 4. The red curve demonstrates the wide range of 

wavelength-tunability.
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